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Tour Options 
 

Half-day tours 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 all tours are with English guide  
 

(Chinese, German, Italian or Spanish speaking guide upon request) 
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Trout Farm & Art Glass Studio 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Adler, the largest trout breeding plant in Russia and CIS, is situated on the 
Mzymta river bank thirty-minute drive from the Central district of Sochi. 
This is the only place in Russia where juvenile trout is bred. This farm can 
boast of a unique breed herd – all rainbow trout species known.  
During the excursion, you will be able to see the way these valuable fish 
species are bred, take part in trout feeding and stroll along ponds stocked 
with trout.  
 
During the second part of the excursion program, you will visit the “Art 
glass studio” and learn the process of making handmade glass-ware in a 
unique Czech glass-blowing furnace (equivalents of Czech and Italian 
blowing shops). In the studio, you will have a unique chance to buy glass 
souvenirs dedicated to Sochi. 
 
Next, our guests will have a lunch, where they will be able to help 
themselves to the freshest possible trout fished out from the Trout Farm 
only an hour ago.  
 
 

Length of Tour: 5 hours

Transportation: included 

Costs 
20-29 persons  
30 or more persons 
 
Additional charges: 
Entrance to Trout Farm  
Entrance to Show 
Lunch 

18,50 €/person 
16,50 €/person 
 
 
3,50 €/person 
4,20 €/person 
10,- €/person 
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Akhun Mountain & Stalin’s Dacha 

 
Sochi is a resort city of global importance! Still, it has so much more to 
offer than beaches and the sea. If you want to learn about the history of 
Sochi, rest and entertainment routines of national leaders, you cannot miss 
our review excursion with a visit to Akhun mountain and J.V. Stalin’s Dacha 
(summer residence). 
Excursion to the Joseph Stalin’s Dacha is a unique opportunity to see the 
world that surrounded the former leader of the Soviet empire with your own 
eyes. In 1930s and 1940s, chiefs of states and political leaders of various 
parties used to take their rest there. The former dacha is situated in the 
territory of Zelenaya Roscha (Green Grove) Health Resort. The scenery has 
remained the same from Stalin’s times. 

Visit to Akhun mountain offers you a unique chance to get to the upper 
observation point and enjoy an unbelievable view of snow-white peaks of 
the main Caucasian range, Sochi surroundings, the lush resort itself and, of 
course, a breath-taking view of the Black Sea. 
 
Length of Tour: 4-5 hours

Transportation: included

Costs 
20-29 persons 
30 or more persons  
 
Additional charges: 
Entrance to Akhun Tower 
Entrance to Dacha Stalina  
 

18,50 €/person 
16,50 €/person 
 
 
2,70 €/person 
9,30 €/person 
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Oceanarium – Aquarium & Sea Zoo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If you want to see inhabitants of the water environment and experience a 
unique sensation of being surrounded by water from three sides at once, you 
cannot miss the excursion titled "Aquarium & Sea Zoo on Novaya (New) 
Matsesta + Oceanarium "Sochi Discovery World Aquarium". 
Aquarium & Sea Zoo on Novaya Matsesta offer the largest collection of marine 
animals and fish on the Black Sea coast. Each aquarium visitor will be able to 
dive in a magical atmosphere of the underwater world, watch daily exclusive 
shows with water dwellers – “Walrus show”, “Seal show”, “Caspian seal show” 
and attend the feeding of sharks, crocodiles, penguins and hippopotamus. 
Sochi Discovery World Aquarium is Russia’s largest and most advanced 
oceanarium. Its huge territory houses 29 aquariums with a water capacity of 
up to 5 million litres. Fresh lakes, bridges, wild forest, rocks and waterfalls – 
all this creates a unique atmosphere of the underwater world. 
 
Excursion schedule/timing* 
 
02:00 p.m. – Departure from Sochi center  
02:00 p.m. – 03:00 p.m. Transfer to Novaya Matsesta 
03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. Excursion to the Aquarium and Sea Zoo 
04:00 p.m. – 04:15 p.m. Transfer to the Oceanarium 
04:15 p.m. – 05:15 p.m. Oceanarium visit  
05:15 p.m. – 06:15 p.m. End of the program. Transfer back to the city. 
*Excursion timing is preliminary and is subject to change during the excursion program. 
 
 
Length of Tour: 5 hours

Transportation: included 

Costs 
20-29 persons in English language 
30 or more persons in English Language 
 
Additional charges: 
Entrance to Aquarium 
Entrance to Oceanarium 
 

18,50 €/person 
16,50 €/person 
 
 
8,60 €/person 
11,50 €/person 
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On a visit to the Beekeeper 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
One of the best bee gardens in Krasnaya Polyana apiary is situated in Mzymta river 
valley on a picturesque meadow on the way to Krasnaya Polyana.  
Once you are in the bee garden, you will enjoy every second of authentic Caucasian 
hospitality. Hospitable and experienced beekeeper Gamzat will tell you amazing 
stories about bees and a famous legend about a Caucasian bee. Besides, you will learn 
a lot about all apicultural products. You will have a chance to taste several types of 
honey with tea, mead and sbiten. 
You will be able to buy natural honey and apicultural products that you liked in the 
bee garden. 
 
Excursion schedule/timing* 
02:00 p.m. – Departure  
02:00 p.m. – 03:30 p.m. Transfer to Adler district to the bee garden of beekeeper Gamzat  
03:30 p.m. – 04:30 p.m. Honey products tasting. 
04:30 p.m. – 06:00 p.m. End of the program. Transfer back to the city. 
*Excursion timing is preliminary and is subject to change during the excursion program. 

 
 
Tour available on Wednesday, Saturday 
Length of Tour: 4 hours

Transportation: included 

Costs 
20-29 persons in English language 
30 or more persons in English Language 
 
Additional charges: 
Honey tasting 
Lunch 
 

18,50 €/person 
16,50 €/person 
 
 
5,50 €/person 
9,30 €/person 
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Holy Trinity and St. George's Eparchial Convent 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Holy Trinity and St. George's Eparchial Convent belongs to modern shrines. This 
sequestered spot is situated in Lesnoye mountain settlement of Adler district of Sochi 
on the way to Krasnaya Polyana. 
The convent location was chosen in 1999 by three nuns that represented Russia, 
Ukraine and Belarus. The convent was built following traditions of old Russian 
monasteries. The convent built on private contributions united several Christian 
pilgrim shrines. The convent’s territory houses a church in honor of the Vladimir icon 
of Mother of God, temple of priestly martyr Warus and the “Seven Arrows” Icon of the 
Mother of God, and a chapel named “Assuage my sorrows”. 
Nuns of the convent will tell you about sacrament of the church and history of 
Orthodoxy. This is where you will also be able to light your candle of hope for the 
better, taste conventual kvass and bread, bathe in a consecrated bath, take some 
holy water, and buy icons, crosses, spiritual literature and conventual souvenirs. 
 
 
 
Length of Tour: 5 hours

Transportation: included 

Costs 
20-29 persons in English language 
30 or more persons in English Language 
 
NO additional charges. 
 

21,50 €/person 
19,50 €/person 
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Tea Terem (Chamber) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Making our way to the mountainous part of Uch-Dere settlement located between Loo 
and Dagomys settlements, we’ll be able to take a close look at the history and the 
specifics of tea cultivation, harvesting and processing in the neighbourhood of Sochi, 
see how it grows and even pluck a few leaves as a keepsake, and then in the cosy 
atmosphere of the traditional Russian tea-drinking ceremony, taste aromatic, 
invigorating, astringent drink. 
Here in the 1970s of the previous century, not far from tea plantations, the so-called 
traditional Tea Houses had been built specifically for accepting foreign guests and 
putting them up to the ways of the Russian tea traditions. They are situated on a high 
mountain, offering stunning views of the surrounding mountains.  
In Tea Houses each guest becomes part of Russian tea-drinking ceremony with puffing 
samovar, pies, variety of jams, honey, accompanied by Russian folk songs, dances and 
roundelays. 
There is an original Russian Terem, decorated with wood carvings, Bogorodskoye and 
Dymkovo toys, Vologda and Lipetsk lace, Palekh lacquer miniatures and Khokhloma 
painted utensils. 
Beautiful breathtaking places, museum, tea with honey and pies, as well as songs and 
dances performed by the folk music ensemble - these are what await you there. 
 

Excursion schedule/timing* 

02:00 p.m. - Departure from Sochi center  
02:00 p.m. -03:00 p.m. Transfer to Uch-Dere 
03:00 p.m. -03:30 p.m. Excursion at the viewing platform/tea plantation   
04:00 p.m. -05:00 p.m. Visit to the Tea Terem/excursion/tea-drinking ceremony 

05-10 p.m. - 06-10 p.m. Transfer back to the city. End of the program.  
*Excursion timing is preliminary and is subject to change during the excursion program. 

 
 
Length of Tour: 4 hours

Transportation: included 

Costs 
20-29 persons in English language 
30 or more persons in English Language 
 
Additional charges: 
Entrance Fee / Wine tasting 
Folk Show 

21,50 €/person 
19,50 €/person 
 
 
11,- €/person 
82,- €/group 
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Agura Gorge & Akhun Mountain 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Excursion to Akhun mountain and Agura gorge is one of the most popular excursion 
routes of Sochi!  
Review tour starts with the historical city centre, where the history of Sochi started. 
You will see modern architectural complexes, monuments, squares and public 
gardens, embankments and boulevards. Next, we are heading to Akhun mountain, a 
short five-kilometre ridge that stretches from north-west to south-east parallel to the 
seaside. 
Akhun mountain is one of the highest and at the same time closest to the seaside. It is 
also one of the main sights in Sochi. The observation platform at a height of 600 
meters above sea level offers an amazing panoramic view of peaks of the Main 
Caucasian Ridge, Sochi surroundings and, of course, a breath-taking view of the Black 
Sea. 
Next, the excursion continues to Agura gorge – one of the most beautiful and popular 
excursion destinations in Sochi situated in Khosta district. Agura river flows across the 
gorge’s bottom at a depth of more than 200 m. This river renowned for its waterfalls 
cuts through the western slope of Akhun mountain. This is where you will also be able 
to see a gloomy reservoir named Devil’s Font Basin surrounded by rocks and a den 
cave called Devil’s Hole. 
 
Excursion schedule/timing* 
02:00 p.m. – Departure from Sochi center  
02:00 p.m. – 03:00 p.m. Transfer to Khosta district to Agura gorge 
03:00 p.m. – 04:00 p.m. Excursion to Agura gorge  
04:00 p.m. – 04:30 p.m. Transfer to Akhun mountain  
04:30 p.m. – 05:30 p.m. Visit to the Watchtower on Akhun mountain  
05:30 p.m. – 06:30 p.m. End of the program. Transfer back to the city. 
*Excursion timing is preliminary and is subject to change during the excursion program. 

 
 
Tour available on Wednesday, Saturday 
Length of Tour: 4 hours

Transportation: included 

Costs 
20-29 persons in English language 
30 or more persons in English Language 
 
Additional charges: 
Entrance to Akhun Tower 
Entrance to the National Park 

18,50 €/person 
16,50 €/person 
 
 
2,70 €/person 
2,70 €/person 
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Skypark – Extreme Park 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Skypark is an adventure park on high! It is situated in a picturesque place of Akhshtyr 
gorge between Adler and Krasnaya Polyana.  
Observation sites offer panoramic views to the snow-covered peaks of Caucasus and 
coast of the Black Sea, including on the Olympic Park.  
The park is situated in the relic forest where uncommon plants grow such as Colchis 
boxwood, jasmine and Pontic rhododendron. 
A highlight of the Skypark is world’s longest suspension pedestrian bridge – SKYBRIDGE 
439.09 meters long. It is situated on a height of 207 meters and anyone can go for an 
amazing walk with breath-taking panoramic views on Caucasian mountains on the one 
side and Black Sea coast – on the other one. The adventure park also offers such 
attractions as trolley (fly across the gorge on a rope), rock-climbing wall, rope park, 
suspension swing.  
Extreme fans are offered to make exciting jumps from a height of 69 m and 207 m.  
 
Excursion schedule/timing* 
02:00 p.m. – Departure from Sochi centre  
02:00 p.m. – 03:30 p.m. Transfer to Adler district 
03:30 p.m. – 05:00 p.m. Visit to world’s longest suspension bridge 
05:00 p.m. – 06:00 p.m. End of the program. Transfer back to the city. 
*Excursion timing is preliminary and is subject to change during the excursion program. 

 
 
Tour available on Wednesday, Saturday 
Length of Tour: 4 hours

Transportation: included 

Costs 
20-29 persons in English language 
30 or more persons in English Language 
 
Additional charges: 
Entrance to the Park 

20,20 €/person 
18,50 €/person 
 
 
21,80 €/person 
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Olympic Park at Night 

 
Olympic park is one of the main venues of the winter Olympics 2014 in Sochi. The 
Olympic park houses the main sports facilities that hosted ice hockey, speed skating, 
short track, figure skating, curling competitions as well as opening and closing 
ceremonies of the XXII Winter Olympic Games. 
The Olympic park is also amazing at night! 
The night excursion starts with an excursion across Imeretinskaya lowland. Next, we 
will take you to the central entrance to the park where you will take electric carts 
and go to the central square. The excursion takes its place in the very heart of the 
Olympic park – on the square where Olympic torch was blazing and winning athletes 
were awarded. 

Our guests will be able to see Fisht Olympic stadium that hosted opening and closing 
of the sport festivity, smaller and greater hockey ice arenas, Adler Arena skating 
centre; Iceberg ice sports palace as well as the curling arena named Ice Cube. The 
excursion will end with an amazing fountain show with background music. 
 
Excursion schedule/timing* 
05:00 p.m. – Departure  
05:00 p.m. – 06:00 p.m. Transfer to Imeretinskaya lowland 
06:00 p.m. – 07:30 p.m. Visit of Iceberg. Excursion to the Olympic Park  
07:30 p.m. – 08:30 p.m. End of the program. Transfer back to the city. 
* Excursion timing is preliminary and is subject to change during the excursion program. 
 
 
Length of Tour: 4 hours

Transportation: included 

Costs 
20-29 persons in English language 
30 or more persons in English Language 
 
Additional charges: 
Golf car around the Park 
 

20,20 €/person 
18,50 €/person 
 
 
3,50 €/person 
 
 

 
 

 


